
WRITING A REFERENCE FOR AN ATTORNEY

Attorney recommendations don't just benefit the lawyer for whom they are written. A legal letter of recommendation
helps potential clients select competent legal counsel and be useful for law firms and other employers in choosing
qualified candidates. If you're unsure, call her.

Writing a Letter of Recommendation may not be high on your priority list, but the letter can potentially greatly
help the one requesting it. Content for an Attorney Recommendation Letter Like other professions, a lawyer's
successful representation also may depend on traits that have nothing to do with where she earned her law
degree or how many court cases she has tried. How well do they know you? This "learnfare" rule was new and
untested at the time. Use this recommendation letter when you seek to write a reference about a current or
former employee. Ruth resides in the nation's capital, Washington, D. Sometimes you may not want to write
the letter of recommendation. You've been tasked with writing a letter that another will sign. Provide a
tentative due date, so the person prioritizes the letter. Try to choose those who you think can best write a
positive reference. The letter should probably describe her as a "management-focused labor and employment
attorney. Like a traditional Letter of Recommendation, you'll want to mention how you know the person and
highlight their best skills as is applicable to the type of jobs they are looking for. You've been asked to vouch
for someone's qualifications. More Career Tips Attorney recommendations don't just benefit the lawyer for
whom they are written. Or, your company may have a policy against you writing a letter of recommendation
and you can get out of it that way. If you have been asked to write one, you may be having a tough time
getting started. As an oral advocate, her preparation bore fruit. Tell her you want to recommend her services,
but that you would appreciate her consent before you mail or publicly post the recommendation to ensure
you're not crossing any lines pertaining to confidentiality. Feel free to contact me on my cell phone at or via
email at [email] Respectfully,. Use this reference letter: when you are writing a reference about a current
employee when you are writing a reference about a former employee only for employees based in England and
Wales This reference letter covers: the employer's policy on giving references the requirement that the
reference be given in confidence and good faith information about the employee's performance, abilities,
attendance, disciplinary record, character and suitability if relevant Further advice your employee has any
criminal convictions your employee is based outside of England and Wales This document is also sometimes
called: Reference letter Employer reference letter, reference letter, recommendation letter, reference letter
template, letter of recommendation, writing a reference, job references and how to write a reference. These
postings aren't formal attorney recommendation letters, but they often contain enough feedback about a lawyer
for you to make an informed and wise choice. You should use positive and upbeat language and keep it short
but packed with information. I believe his work would, not only meet, but exceed your expectations should
you choose to offer him the position. The letter is written by a senior partner in the firm where the applicant is
currently employed to another partner at a firm in the city to which the applicant is moving. Two of her cases
stand out in my mind. You will want to mention in what capacity and for how long you have known the
employee, as well as highlighting his or her particular skills, abilities, and talents. Sample Letter of
Recommendation More than just a template, our step-by-step interview process makes it easy to create a
Recommendation Letter. With a personal letter, you are writing a recommendation because you know the
person and their character. Northeastern has had the honor of sending a number of students to the Georgetown
graduate clinical fellowships. Ensure you don't fall foul of the law by using this letter to create a reference for
an employee. Sites like LinkedIn give colleagues an opportunity to post recommendations and endorsements
for virtually every field, including law. If you do not have an HR department or you do not know your state
laws, you can ask a lawyer for advice. The sum of these experiences mean that S. Lawyers often work with
people who need a problem solved, and the lawyer's personality, character and demeanor are factors that can
enhance her effectiveness as legal counsel. She was a standout here and I would suspect you would find her to
be the same there. Most written recommendations include the following, Your contact information Address of
your company or school plus your job title. If you know the job the person is applying for, you can put that
too. For example, if you're writing about Susan Jones, who represents employers, double check her expertise.
Conclusion with Summary This section of the recommendation letter contains a brief summary of why are you
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are recommending the person. I am pleased to recommend Michael Everett to your firm to fill the open
position of associate lawyer. She worked under my direct supervision representing welfare mothers in the
Poverty Law and Practice clinic. She did all that was asked of her and more.


